AbsPuct-The design of scalar quantizers for communication systems that use diversity to overcome channel impairments is considered. The design problem is posed as an optimization problem and necessary conditions for optimality are derived. A design algorithm, a generalization of Lloyd's algorithm for quantizer design, is developed. Unlike a single channel scalar quantizer, the performance of a multiple description scalar quantizer is dependent on the index assignment. The problem of index assignment is addressed. Good index assignments, performance results, and sample quantizer designs are presented for a memoryless Gaussian source. Furthermore, comparisons are made against rate distortion bounds for the multiple descriptions problem.
I. INTRODUCTION HE PROBLEM of scalar quantizer (SQ) design for
T communication systems that use diversity to overcome channel impairments is considered. A diversity-based communication system (hereafter referred to as a diversity system) provides several different channels for transmitting information from the source to the user. This way, if a channel breaks down, an alternate path is available between the source and the user. Consider a diversity system with two channels. If identical information is sent over each channel and if both channels work, half of the received information has no value. We consider sending different information over each channel in such a way that if only one channel works the information received over it is sufficient to achieve a minimum fidelity.
On the other hand, should both channels work, the information from one channel can be used to augment the information from the other channel to achieve a higher fidelity than would each channel alone. The problem of designing source codes of this kind is known as the multiple descriptions problem [l] and is a generalization of the problem of source coding subject to a fidelity criterion [2] .
A multiple description scalar quantizer (MDSQ) is an SQ designed for operation in a diversity system. The encoder of an MDSQ sends information over each channel of the diversity system subject to a rate constraint. The decoder reconstructs the source sample based on the information received from the channels that are currently working. The objective is to design an encoder-decoder pair that minimizes the average distortion when both channels work, subject to constraints on Manuscript received February 14, 1992; revised August 10,1992. This work was supported in part by NSF Grant NCR-9104566. This work was presented in part at the Joint DIMACS/IEEE Workshop on Coding and Quantization, Rutgers University, Piscataway, NJ, October [19] [20] [21] 1992 .
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Vaishampa y an the average distortion when only one channel works (either channel may break down). Thus, in the event that exactly one of the channels is broken, a minimum fidelity is guaranteed.
The main contribution of this paper is to present a systematic design technique as well as performance results for the MDSQ. The design of an MDSQ consists of first selecting an index assignment and then optimizing the structure of the quantizer for the chosen index assignment. Both of these issues are addressed, for the first time, in this paper.
In [1] , El Gama1 and Cover consider the multiple descriptions problem for a memoryless source and a single-letter fidelity criterion. They construct an achievable rate region for the problem. Ozarow [3] , by proving a converse coding theorem for the special case of a memoryless Gaussian source and the squared-error distortion criterion, has shown that the achievable rate region derived in [l] , is, in fact, the rate distortion region for the source. The binary symmetric memoryless source with an error frequency distortion criterion has been studied by Berger and Zhang [4] , [5] , Ahlswede [6] , Witsenhausen and Wyner [7] , and Wolf, Wyner and Ziv [8] . It was conjectured that the achievable rate region given in [l] coincided with the rate distortion region in cases other than the Gaussian memoryless source and the squared-error distortion criterion. However, this conjecture was disproved in [5] . There have been no results to date on characterizing the rate distortion region for non-Gaussian sources and for sources with memory. An important special case of the multiple descriptions problem is the problem of successive refinement of information [9] . In [9] , a necessary and sufficient condition for a rate distortion problem to be successively refinable is derived.
Applications of multiple description source codes suggest themselves in speech and video coding over packet-switched networks where packet losses can result in a degradation in signal quality. Another possible application is communication over fading multipath channels where diversity techniques are commonly used [lo] . In the context of speech coding, Jayant and Christensen [ll] , [12] , consider a technique for combating speech quality degradation due to packet losses. Information bits corresponding to even and odd samples are placed in separate packets. If only an even (odd) sample packet is lost, data contained in the odd (even) packet is used to estimate the missing samples using nearest neighbor interpolation. The disadvantage with this technique is that severe aliasing distortion can result when one type of packet is lost. To alleviate this problem it is necessary to either increase the sampling rate, which may not always be desirable, or to use adaptive interpolation. In contrast, the system proposed here sends information from each sample over both channels 0018-9448/93$03.00 0 1993 IEEE of the diversity system. Other relevant work includes [13] , where a two-channel vector quantizer is proposed for combating channel errors over a binary symmetric channel, and [14] , where a vector quantizer design algorithm for diversity systems is presented.
problem is formulated and notation is established in Section 11. In Section 111, necessary conditions for optimality are derived, based on which a design is developed. Relevant rate distortion bounds from the literature are presented in Section IV. In Section V, the index assignment problem is addressed and Assume that we wish to encode the output of a source which is represented by the stationary and ergodic random process {Xn, n E Z} with zero-mean and variance &. Our objective in this section is to describe an MDSQ and to establish notation. In order to do so, we first establish notation and terminology for a standard (single-channel) SQ.
An M-level SQ maps each source sample x to a recFnstruction level P, which takes values in the codebook X = { ?~, P~, * * . , P M } .
The SQ is usually regarded as a composition of an encoder map f : R -+ { 1 , 2 , . . . , M } whose output is a codeword index and a decoder map g :
The partition is represented by A = {AI, A2,' . . , AM} where A, = {x: f ( x ) = i}, i = 1 , 2 , . . . , M . An SQ is completely described by its partition and its codebook. Let d(x, P) be the distortion between x and 2. The objective o,f SQ design is to select A and g so as to minimize E(d(X,X)). Now assume that a diversity system has two channels, capable of transmitting information reliably at rates of R1 and R2 bits/source sample (bpss), respectively. Each channel may either be in a working or non-working state; this is not known in the encoder. The encoder sends a different description over each channel. Given the state of each channel, the source decoder forms the best estimate of the source output from the available data.
An (Ml,M2)-1evel MDSQ maps the source sample x to the reconstruction levels Po, P', and Pi.", that take values in the codebooks, X o = {P:,,(i,j) E C}, X1 = {P:,i E TI} and k2 = {P:,j E 22}, respectively, where 2 1 = { 1 , 2 , . . . , Ml}, 2 2 = { 1 , 2 , . . . , M 2 } and C is a subset of 21 x 2 2 . Let N = ICI. An MDSQ can be broken up into two side encoders, f l : R -+ 2 1 and f 2 : R -+ 22, which select the indexes i and j , respectively, and three decoders, go : C -+ W (central decoder), g1 : Z1 --+ W and 9 2 : 2 2 -+ R (side decoders), whose outputs are the reconstructio? levels with indexes ij, i, and from the codebooks X o , X1, and k 2 , respectively. The rate of the encoder f m is given by R, = 10g2Mm bpss,' m = 1,2. The two encoders impose a partition A = {A,,, ( i , j ) E C} on Ow, where A,, = {x: fl(x) = i, f2(x) = j } . The MDSQ We will assume that C is selected in such a way that { z : ( 2 ,~) E C} = 1 1 and ( 3 : ( z , j ) E C} = 2 2 . Fig. 1 . The MDSQ in a diversity system. is completely described by A, io, k', and k2. We refer to f = (fl, f2) as the encoder, g = (gO,gl,g2) as the decoder, to A as the central partition, and to the elements of A as the central cells.
An MDSQ, as used over a diversity system, is shown in Fig. 1 . The outputs of the side encoders, i.e., the indexes i and j , are transmitted over channel 1 and channel 2, respectively. If both indexes are received, the central decoder is used to reconstruct the source sample. On the other hand, if only i ( j ) is received, then side decoder g1 (92) is used to reconstruct the sample. Let dm(x, 2") be the per-sample distortion between the source sample and the output of the mth decoder, m = 0,1,2. We refer to do as the central distortion and to d l and d2 as side For given values MI, Mz, D1, and 0 2 an MDSQ is said to be optimal if it minimizes E(&) subject to E(d1) 5 D1 and E ( & ) 5 D2. In this paper, we consider a special case, namely that of balanced descriptions. Two equal rate descriptions are said to be balanced if they result in identical average distortions when used individually.
NECESSARY CONDITIONS FOR OPTIMALITY
In this section, we derive conditions that must be satisfied by the encoder partition, A, and the decoder, 9, of an optimum MDSQ, for a given set of index pairs C. Selection of c is addressed in Section V. The derivation of the necessary conditions and the design algorithm that follows are based on a Lagrangian formulation of the optimization problem. Previous work on quantizer design where Lagrangian formulations have been used include [15] , [16] (entropy constrained scalar quantization) and [17] (entropy constrained vector quantization). The Lagrangian functional for the constrained optimization problem, L(A, g , XI , Xz), is given by
Let A* and g* be such that A* minimizes L(A,g*, Xl,Xz) over all A, and g* minimizes L(A*,g, XI , XZ) over all 9, for given A1 2 0 and A2 2 0. Then where
For each value of x , F ( x , XI, X2) can assume one of N values, one for each index pair to which x could be mapped by the encoder f. To minimize the integral it suffices to map each value of x to that index pair (i, j ) for which F ( x , XI , XZ) is minimized. In other words, if (9) 
Upon substituting (10) and (11) in (9) and cancelling terms, it follows that Fig. 2 for any x. Such index pairs are never assigned any source sample and hence are never transmitted. We conclude that A,, is either empty or is an interval and thus the nonempty A2,'s can be characterized by their endpoints.
In order to determine the endpoints of the A,,'s (thresholds of the central partition) we begin by identifying some of the untransmitted index pairs in C. Let B be the remaining set of index pairs and let
and Let t$ and t; be the lower and upper endpoints of A i j . Then,
and From (12), it follows that 0,
otherwise.
( t $ , t r ) ,
if 16 = 0,(17)
B. Optimum Decoder
Our objective is to determine the decoder g(A, XI , X2) that minimizes L(A,g,Xl,XZ) for a given A, XI , and X2.
From basic results in Bayesian estimation theory ([21, section IV.B]), it is easy to see that the optimum decoders are given by
?/ER and go(i,j) = argminE(do(X,y)
since E(do(X, X O ) ) , E ( d l ( X , X ' ) ) , and E(d2(X,X2)) are minimized simultaneously. Once again, a simplification exists in the case where di's are squared-error distortion measures.
In this case, the optimum decoders are given by
C. Design Algorithm
The basic design algorithm is now stated. Design Algorithm:
1) SET iteration counter 1 = 0. Select an initial set of index pairs, C, an initial central partition A('), and Lagrange
SET the stopping threshold S to a suitably small value.
2) 1 t ( I + 1). Determine the optimum decoder g(') using (21)- (23), for fixed A('-'). 3) Determine the optimum partition A(') for fixed decoder g(') according to the steps outlined in next algorithm. 4) Compute the Lagrangian functional, L('), using (6) . If
< s THEN STOP, ELSE return to step 2). The crucial step is determining the central partition and there are several methods by which this can be done [22] . We show that determination of the central partition can be viewed as a problem of determining the extreme points of a convex set. A systematic method for obtaining the optimal central partition is described a little later in this section.
The Design Algorithm generates a nonincreasing sequence of values of the Lagrangian. Since this sequence is bounded below by zero it must converge. Note however, that the limit point could be a local minimum or even a saddle point, the final result being dependent on the initialization.
We now elaborate upon various steps in the Design Algorithm.
Step l), the initialization step is crucial and requires the construction of good families of index assignments. These are described in section V.
Step 2), where the optimum decoder is obtained for a given encoder, is straightforward and requires no further elaboration. We now describe a method for obtaining the optimum central partition in Step 3).
Assume that the set C is known and that it contains N 5 M1M2 index pairs. Assume that aij, &, ( i , j ) E C are known. Our objective is to determine the upper and lower endpoints of the cell whose elements are mapped to index pair ( i , j ) . The direct approach is to use (17) . This approach can be tedious, however, and it is far simpler to pose the problem as one of obtaining the extreme points of a convex set. 2 We begin by reindexing the index pairs (,) . For the remainder of this section, we will write al for aij (l) , for & ( l ) , tf for tz (l) , ty for tZ(!), IF for I t ( l ) , hl for hij (l) , and 1 : for I t ( l ) . Further, we will
immediately following (12) . We say that hl forms a face of is transmitted with positive probability ifs hl forms a face of 2An extreme point z of a convex set S , is one for which there do not exist distinct points of S, z1 and z2, such that z = Xzl + (1 -X)Q, 0 < X < 1 and
S. If hl and h, are adjacent faces of S and hl lies to the left of h, , then ty = tk. We now present an algorithm based on Theorem 1. It identifies the extreme points of the set S and hence the endpoints of the A,j's. We refer to this algorithm as the extreme point alogrithm.
x E [t, t + e), h,(x) coincides with p(x).

Algorithm for Determining the Extreme Points of S:
1) SET m t 1, p t ( m + I), tk t -00, n t N .
3) Evaluate hl(t), m < 1 5 n. SET p' t argmax,<ls, hl(1). If this maximum is achieved by several indexes then choose the highest index. SET p t p', n t p' and return to step 2); ELSE, SET tk t t, tg +-t and GO TO Step 5).
n t N , return to step 2).
Theorem 2:
The extreme point algorithm determines the endpoints of all central cells having nonzero length.
Proof: It suffices to show that the algorithm visits every face of S and for each face of S it determines the right endpoint of the corresponding central cell. We first prove that the sequence of endpoints generated by the algorithm remains unchanged if in step 4), n t p' is replaced by n t N (i.e., n is disabled). This is equivalent to proving that in step 3), argmax,<lln hl(t) = argmax,<l hl(t). We do so by an induction on i, where i counts the number of times the algorithm has visited step 2) for a given value of m. Let di) be the value of t computed in step 2) at
the ith count. Let p ( i ) and p(i) ' be the values of p and p', respectively, at the ith count. 
, which is clearly a contradiction.
Next, we show that for each face that the algorithm visits, it determines the right endpoint of the corresponding central cell correctly. Notice that with n disabled, if for a given m, p = p' in step 4), then Theorem la) holds, and thus, the right endpoint of cell corresponding to face h, is correctly computed. For any given value of m, the algorithm must satisfy p = p' in step 4) in a finite number of steps. This is true because for a The multiple descriptions problem has been studied from an information theoretic perspective by several authors. El Gama1 and Cover [l] assume that the source is memoryless and discrete and that the distortion measures are bounded. Their main result is as follows. Let a multiple description encoder transmit information at rates RI and R2 bpss over each of the
be a joint probability mass function and let This bound on the average central distortion has been evaluated for a memoryless Gaussian source and squ'ared-error distortion measure [l] , [3] . It is shown that given D1 2 2-2R1, 0 2 2 2-2R2, a multiple description encoder-decoder pair operating at rates RI and R2 exists, with E(d1) I D1, E(d2) 5 D2 and with average central distortion no greater than DO, for any
Conversely, in [3] it is shown that given D1 2 2-2R1 and 0 2 2 2-2R2 it is impossible for a multiple description encoder-decoder pair operating at rates R1 and R2 with average side distortions that satisfy E(d1) 5 D1 and E ( & ) 5
D2 to have an average central distortion smaller than the right-hand side of (26).
It will prove useful to interpret these results when the rates the mse's achieved by side decoders 1 and 2 decrease at the 
32
faster exponential rate than either of the side mse's. In order to do so, it follows from the previous discussion that it is only necessary to penalize the exponential rate of decrease of one of the side mse's. However, penalizing both the side mse's leads to a smaller coefficient for the exponential term in the expression for the central mse.
V. THE INDEX ASSIGNMENT PROBLEM
We address the index assignment problem in this section. We first formulate the problem in a slightly different way and present an example to illustrate the index assignment problem. Next, we study the behavior of the MDSQ at high rates and show that the performance of an index assignment is determined by a parameter, which we call the spread of the index assignment. We then present two families of index assignments.
Henceforth, we will work with squared-error side and central distortion measures. Since we are considering the design of balanced MDSQ's, we will assume that M I = MZ = a.
We also assume that the encoded information is sent across the channels of the diversity system using fixed length codes.
Unlike the single channel quantizer design problem, the choice of the index to which each central cell is mapped determines the average distortions that the quantizer can achieve. This important aspect of the design problem is brought out by formulating it in the following manner.
Since the central cells must be interval^,^ the joint partition can be described by a vector of thresholds t = ( t o , t l , . . . , t~)~, where N 1. M and to 5 tl 1. ... 5 t~. We assume that [ t o , t~] is the support of the source pdf.' In order to complete the description of the encoder, we need to map the index 1 of each interval Bl = ( t l -l , t l ] to a codeword pair ( i , j ) E C. The system block diagram is illustrated in Fig. 3 , where U ( . ) maps the interval index 1 to the index pair (i,j), the first and second components of which are sent over channel 1 and channel 2, respectively. The decoders are described exactly as in the previous formulation in Section 11. The design problem can now be equivalently stated as follows: minimize E ( & ) subject to E(d1) I D1 and E ( & ) 5 0 2 over all C , t , a(.), and g. As we shall see later, this problem is quite difficult to solve, due to the large number of possible index assignments. However, by studying the problem asymptotically as the rates become high, good insights, as well as simple design criterion, can be obtained for the index assignment problem.
We first present a simple example to illustrate the index assignment problem. Assume that X is uniformly distributed over the interval (-a, a) and that RI = RZ = 1 bpss.
Consider the MDSQ designs illustrated in Fig. 4 and Tables I and 11. In cases (a) and (b), each of the four codewords (l,l), (1,2), (2,1), and (2,2) is transmitted. Notice from Table 11 , that case (a) is clearly superior to case (b), but that in both cases the descriptions are unbalanced and one of them is poor, i.e., it has an mse close to 1. In the third case, the codeword (2,l) is not transmitted. Here, the descriptions are balanced. The distortion achieved by the joint descriptions is larger than in cases (a) and (b), however, both descriptions individually achieve a small mse. The point of this example is that the central and the side mse's that can be achieved are determined by the index assignment. Whereas in this example it is easy to search through all possible index assignments, this is definitely not the case when the rates are high. In fact the total number of index assignments is Et=, ( M ) ! / ( M -N ) ! .
In searching for a meaningful yet tractable criterion on which to base the index assignment, we study the exponential behavior of the central and side mse's with the transmission rate. For the remainder of this section we assume that M is large.
We start by defining the extent of the cell of a quantizer as the maximum distance between any two points contained in that cell. The definition of extent generalizes the notion of length to include cells that are formed by the union of disjoint intervals (note that side quantizer cells have this Structure). Let lmin, ( n ) , p = 1,2, be the minimum value of the interval 3By definition [23] , f(z) N g(z) if 1imz+-f(z)/g(z) = 1. 4This was shown in Section 111. 51f either t o or t N is infinite, the corresponding end of the interval is assumed to be open. the corresponding minimum mse is O(l/NZb). This result is well known [24] when each cell in a partition is an interval. However, it is also true when each cell may be the union of several disjoint intervals, as is the case with the side cells of an MDSQ. This fact is proved in Appendix A.
We have available a total of M = 22R index pairs for
transmission. If each of these index pairs is used (i.e., if the length of each central cell is O(2-2R)), then E(d0) will be @(2-4R). It then follows from the rate distortion result, that either E(d1) or E(&) must be O(1). This case is uninteresting
for the problem of finding balanced descriptions since we are looking for quantizer designs that result in equal and positive
exponential decay rates for E ( & ) and E(&).
Let us select a subset consisting of N = 2(1fa)R index pairs, 0 5 a 5 1, out of the M available index pairs, and use these to encode the source. If we assume that the extent of
every central cell is O(2-(l+"IR), then the minimum E(&)
will be @(2-2(1+")R). From rate distortion theory it then follows that the side mse's can go to zero no faster than @(2-2(1-")R), assuming that the descriptions are balanced. However, the actual exponential rate at which E(d1) and
E(&) decrease is determined by the index pairs that are used
for the transmission as well as the index assignment itself. The reason is that the exponential rate of decrease of the extent of each side cell is determined by the spread of its index, which in turn is determined by the index assignment. R(1+a-2b) ). This implies that the side mse's can decrease at a rate no greater than @(2-2(1+"-2b)R). The rate distortion results imply that 1 + a -2b 5 1 -a, which in turn, implies that b 2 a. Thus, rate distortion theory gives us the minimum rate of growth of the spread that any index assignment can achieve. Our objective, in searching for a good set of index pairs and an associated index assignment, is to find one for which the spread s p ( i ) is minimized, assuming that it is constant with respect to i and p. 8 We first address the issue of selecting a set C consisting of N = 22R(1+a) index pairs. Assume that the index pairs (1, 1), (2,2), . . . , (m, d%) are always among the index pairs that will be transmitted and that these index pairs will be assigned to central cells from the left to the right. Additional index pairs must first be selected so that their number is O (22R(1+") ). Now if we had a choice between adding (1,2) and (1, m) to the set of index pairs, we would prefer (1,2) since by assigning index pairs to central cells in the order (l,l) , (1,2)7 (2,2) We now consider the index assignment problem. This can be thought of as a problem of finding a scanning sequence for a selected set of index pairs that results in a small spread of each cell of each side partition. We consider a set of index pairs constructed from those that lie on the main diagonal and on the 2k diagonals closest to the main diagonal. -0 index assignments are first"obtained, each of which is composed of two types of basic building blocks.
The first of the index assignments, referred to as the nested index assignment, is composed of two types of building blocks illustrated in Fig. 6(a) . We refer to these building blocks as the east scan (E) and the south scan (S). Each building block begins on a main diagonal element, say ( i , i ) , visits every element of the ith row with column index no smaller than i and every element of the ith column with row index no smaller than i. More precisely, define E; and S, as, respectively, the 8Henceforth, we will use spread to indicate the common value of s p ( i ) .
'A diagonal consisting of elements ( 2 , z + m), i E 7 2 is closer to the main diagonal than the diagonal consisting of index pairs ( 2 , z + n), i E Z if 
respectively. For j = 2i + 1, i an integer, define Uj and Dj by
respectively. For k > 0, define the linear index assignment as the sequence of index pairs
It is easily verified that both index assignments result in a spread for each side cell that is a constant and is given by 2k2 + 5 + 1. We now show that either of these index assignments can be used to achieve side and central mse's that decay at exponential rates that are predicted by the rate distortion results presented in Section IV. Note that R, = (log, M)/2, p = 1,2. The number of central cells is given by (2k + 1 ) a -k ( k + 1) and the spread of each side cell is 2k2 + k + 1. Assuming that each central cell is @ ( 1 / ( ( 2 k + l ) m -k ( k + l ) ) ) andsettingM=k2", where
and that E ( d 1 ) and E(&) are @ (2-2R(1-(1/n)) ). For n = 1, E ( & ) will decrease at the maximum exponential rate of 2R whereas E(d1) and E(&) exhibit zero decay rates. For
, and E ( & ) all decay at the same exponential rate of R. Intermediate rates can be obtained by selecting a value of n greater than 1. Note that the sum of the rates at which E ( & ) and E ( d 1 ) decay is always equal to 2R, hence optimum decay rates as predicted by rate distortion theory are obtained.
We have not found an index assignment that attains a spread smaller than 2k2 + k + 1. It remains to be shown whether 2k2 + k + 1 is the minimum attainable spread. In Appendix B, we show that a spread smaller than 2k2 + k + 2 cannot be attained by a restricted class of index assignments. The index assignments presented in this section do not belong to this class. Note however, that the minimum spread must be quadratic in k if the rates of decay for the central and side mse's, as predicted by rate distortion theory, are obtained.
A. Good Index Assignments of Finite M
Several issues are of importance when M is finite. First, some kind of truncation of a building block is required close to the south-east comer of the matrix of index pairs for the nested index assignment and close to the north-west or the south-east corner of the matrix of index pairs for the linear index assignment. Second, it would be useful if the index assignment were such that it resulted in equal values of the average side distortion E ( d 1 ) and E ( d 2 ) when A 1 = A 2 . Experiments with arbitrary index assignments have shown that it is extremely difficult to control the average side distortions by varying A 1 and A2 independently. Both issues are addressed here for the linear assignment. For the nested assignment we address only the issue of truncation close to the south-east corner of the matrix of index pairs.
We begin addressing the issue of truncation for the nested assignment. First note that 0 < k < JIM. Let ki = min(k, -i). Define Ei and si as, respectively, the
, ( i , i + k i ) , ( i + k i , i ) and ( i , i ) , ( i + l , i ) , ( i , i + l ) ,
Let T be the remainder obtained on dividing by k and let q be the quotient. Then, if q is even, the modified nested assignment is described by and by if q is odd. We use MN( R, k ) to denote the modified nested index assignment that sends R bpss over each channel and which is constructed from the main diagonal and the 2k diagonals that lie closest to the main diagonal. Now, consider the linear index assignment. We first define a truncated version of the building block for the linear index assignment, following which we address the issue of obtaining perfectly symmetric descriptions.
Consider an integer j, 2 5 j 5 2 m ( j is the sum of the components of any index pair in a given building block for the linear assignment). If j = 2i for some integer i , define
We now proceed to describe the modified linear index assignment. This index assignment, when used to initialize the design algorithm presented in Section 111, results in perfectly balanced descriptions provided the following assumptions are satisfied.
k,),-..,(i+ k, + 1 , i -k,).
1) The source pdf is symmetric about its mean value.
2) The cells of the central partition used to initialize the design algorithm are symmetric about the mean.
3)
is an even integer. Let T be the remainder and q be the quotient obtained when is the number of diagonals other than the main diagonal that constitute the set of transmitted index pairs.
Examples of modified nested index assignments are given in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 . Examples of modified linear index assignments are given in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 .
VI. PERFORMANCE
Performance results for the MDSQ operating on a memoryless, unit-variance Gaussian source have been presented for various rates and comparisons have been made against Table 111 . For a given rate and type of index assignment, each performance curve has been obtained in the following way. The parameter k has been varied from unity to its maximum value. As can be seen fro^ the results, the modified linear index assignment provides a systematic technique for trading off the central mse for the side mse. However, the central and side mse's do not vary continuously with A. This leads to gaps in the graph of the central vs. side mse that is rather large when k = 1. This gap can be "plugged" by timesharing." However, for k = 1 we have found that this gap can be plugged by deleting the index pairs (a, a -1) and (a + 2, a + 1) from the modified linear assignment.
These assignments are designated 1* in Figs. 13 and 14.
For the modified nested assignment, the side mse's are unequal when A 1 = XZ. The difference in the side mse's can be as large as 4 dB at low rates ( R = 1 , 2 bpss). While it may be possible to obtain perfectly balanced side mse's by setting A 1 # XZ, the search through the two dimensional parameter space is unnecessarily difficult. Consequently, we have set X1 = XZ = X and have plotted only those points for which side mse's are within 0.25 dB of their arithmetic mean. As can be seen, for R = 4.0 bpss, a reasonable part of the distortion characteristic is obtained. Results for the MN family have not been presented for R = 1.0,2.0, and 3.0 bpss since the side distortions differ by more than 0.25 dB from their arithmetic mean for a significant part of the results that we have obtained.
'ONote that logarithmic scales are used in Figs. 11-15 , so that the points obtained by time-sharing two MDSQ's will not lie on a straight line connecting the operating points of these MDSQ's. The achievable distortion region for the ML and MN families of index assignments are almost identical except for the part of the region where k is large, i.e., small central mse and large side mse. Here, the MN family results in a smaller central mse as compared to the ML family. This is clearly because the maximum number of central cells is larger for the MN family than for the ML family.
Finally, we note that the gap between the optimum MDSQ and the rate distortion bound is fairly large, e.g., for R = 4.0 bpss, and a given side mse, improvements of roughly 7 dB, can be obtained by designing more sophisticated codes. One such approach is to use variable length codes instead of the fixed length codes that we have used here. Another approach would be to design vector quantizers. These approaches are currently under investigation.
VII. SUMMARY
We have considered the design of multiple description scalar quantizers. The problem has been formulated as a constrained optimization problem, necessary conditions for optimality have been derived and a design algorithm has been developed. The performance results obtained using this algorithm depend on the index assignment used. By studying the behavior of the MDSQ's at high rates we have developed a simple criterion for index assignment selection. Two index assignments have been presented. Performance results have been obtained for a memoryless Gaussian source and have been compared to an available rate distortion bound from the information theory literature. 
APPENDIX A
Proof:
We consider E(dl), the mse of the first description. The same result holds for E(d2). Clearly, From the mean-value theorem [18] , it follows that where c = minzp"(x) and C = max,p"(x). Since (xa + S)n -(x -a)" is of the same order of magnitude as 0 S(s -a)(n-l), it follows that each d i j is @(1/N2(1-6)+1 1 from which it follows that E(d1) is @(1/N2(l-')).
APPENDIX B
In this appendix, we show that over a restricted class of index assignments the minimum spread that can be attained is given by 2k2 + k + 2, where we are assuming that the set of index pairs consists of those (i, j) for which Ij -kl 5 k. The index assignments presented in Section V unfortunately do not lie in this class. The proof is presented because the ideas used may turn out to be useful in proving a more general result.
The index assignment a(.) assigns to each integer 1 an index pair ( i , j and maximum values of 1 for which the column number of a(Z) equals j . We refer to ST, and er, as the start and end points of row i, respectively. Similarly, sc, and ec, are referred to as the start and end points of column j, respectively. The following assumptions restrict the class of index assignments being considered. We assume that eri -sr, = ec; -sc, for all i , that er,+l -er, = sr,+1 -ST; = ec,+l -ec, = sc,+l -sc, = 2k + 1, for all i. Note that limN+.oo(C,=l(er,+l -er,)/N) = 21% + 1 must be true for any index assignment." The restriction we are imposing here is that equality hold for each i. The index assignments presented in Section V violate this assumption. by 2k2 + k + 2.
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